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Abstract
Milnor and Thurston’s famous paper proved monotonicity of the
topological entropy for the real quadratic family. Guckenheimer showed
that it is Ho¨lder continuous. We obtain a precise formula for the Ho¨lder
exponent at almost every quadratic parameter.
Furthermore, the entropy of most parameters is proven to be in a
set of Hausdorff dimension smaller than one, while most values of the
entropy arise from a set of parameters of dimension smaller than one.
1 Introduction
This paper studies the regularity of the topological entropy of maps from
the quadratic (or logistic) family fa(x) = x
2 + a, a ∈ [−2, 14]. The funda-
ments concerning topological entropy for piecewise-monotone maps of the
interval were developed by Misiurewicz and Szlenk [31]. They showed that
the entropy h(g) of a map g is the exponential growth rate of the number of
monotonic laps of iterates of g and that, for smooth unimodal maps, the en-
tropy varies continuously. Writing h(a) for h(fa), Milnor and Thurston [30]
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proved that a 7→ h(a) is a monotone function, a result recently generalised
to the multimodal setting by Bruin and van Strien [8]. The function h has
range [0, log 2], yet is locally constant on an open dense subset of
[−2, 14]
and therefore quite irregular. On the other hand, Guckenheimer [19] proved
that a 7→ h(a) is a Ho¨lder continuous map. Our principal result provides
an exact formula for the Ho¨lder exponent of h at most parameters, given
in terms of the value of h itself and the Lyapunov exponent of the critical
value.
∗N.D. was supported by the ERC Bridges grant
†N.M. was supported by the ERC AG COMPAS grant, CNRS semester and ANR
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1Douady, Hubbard and Sullivan had proven that the number of periodic orbits of some
fixed period is monotonically decreasing, which implies the monotonicity of entropy. This
result was unpublished, a later version was published by Douady [15].
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In the presence of an attracting periodic orbit, the map is hyperbolic, the
non-wandering set is structurally stable and the entropy h is locally constant.
We denote the set of hyperbolic parameters in
[−2, 14] by H. Hyperbolic
parameters form an open, dense set [18, 28], so h is locally constant on an
open dense set. The maximal set F on which h is locally constant (or flat)
strictly contains H. Let us define V as the set of points a at which h is not
locally constant at a on either side of a. By monotonicity and continuity of
h,
V :=
{
a ∈
[
−2, 1
4
]
: {a} = h−1(h(a))
}
.
Non-renormalisable parameters with positive entropy are contained in V ∪
{−2}. As a by-product of Jakobson’s theorem [23], V has positive measure.
The lower Lyapunov exponent λ(a) of fa(a) is defined by
λ(a) := lim inf
n→∞
log |(fna )′(a)|
n
;
the upper Lyapunov exponent λ(a) is defined with a lim sup instead. When
λ(a) = λ(a), we call the common value λ(a) the (pointwise) Lyapunov ex-
ponent of the critical value.
Tsujii’s weak regularity condition [45]
lim
δ→0+
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
n∑
j=1
|fja(0)|≤δ
log |f ′a(f ja(0))| = 0 (WR)
will be rather important in this work. It says that the critical orbit may
recur, but not too close too soon and not too often. Let
W :=
{
a ∈
[
−2, 1
4
]
: λ(a) > 0 and fa verifies (WR)
}
. (1)
We shall deduce (in Proposition 4.2, based on work of Tsujii, Avila and
Moreira and Lyubich) that W⊆Hc has full measure in Hc and thus in V.
Theorem 1. For every a ∈ V ∩W,
lim
t→0
log |h(a + t)− h(a)|
log |t| =
h(a)
λ(a)
. (2)
Consequently the derivative satisfies h′(a) = 0, for a ∈ V ∩ W, if
h(a)/λ(a) > 1; if less than 1, |h′(a)| =∞.
Collet-Eckmann [10] parameters are those for which λ(a) > 0. Benedicks
and Carleson [4] proved that they form a positive measure set. Each pa-
rameter in W is Collet-Eckmann. The set [−2, 14] \ (V ∪ F) is necessarily
countable; to one side of each parameter, the entropy is locally constant;
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each parameter in the set is either parabolic or preperiodic. For preperiodic
parameters, (2) still holds on the non-locally-constant side, see Theorem 6.
For parabolic parameters, we obtain infinite flatness, see Theorem 7.
We say that a real map g : I → R is (C, β)-Ho¨lder continuous at x ∈ I
if C, β > 0 and if, for all y ∈ I,
|g(y) − g(x)| ≤ C|y − x|β. (3)
If the constants are not specified, we will say the map is β-Ho¨lder continuous
or Ho¨lder continuous at x. We omit “at x” if (3) holds at every x ∈ I. Let
Ho¨l(g, x) := sup{β > 0 : g is β-Ho¨lder continuous at x}.
A weaker formulation of Theorem 1 would be that Ho¨l(h, a) = h(a)λ(a) for every
a ∈ V ∩W.
From the proof, one can extrapolate that if λn(a) =
1
n log |Dfna (a)| os-
cillates slowly but with large range as n grows, then the limit (2) does not
exist. Thus λ(a) in general does not exist, so one cannot do much better
than Theorem 1 (which we show for all parameters a ∈ Fc subject to rela-
tive full-measure hypotheses: existence of λ(a) and Tsujii’s weak regularity
condition).
Isola and Politi [22] performed numerical experiments and some analysis
on the regularity of h. They suggested that its local Ho¨lder exponent at
some parameter a, as a function of a number τ(a) related to the kneading
determinant, is its value h(a). To our knowledge, Theorem 1 is the first non-
experimental result concerning the regularity of a 7→ h(a) since the works
of Guckenheimer and Milnor and Thurston.
1.1 Uniform estimates and dimension
The orbit of the critical value determines to a large extent the ergodic prop-
erties of the map. Conversely, the critical value is often typical with respect
to a measure, so knowing the ergodic properties, one can sometimes deter-
mine properties of the post-critical orbit. These will permit us to deduce
dimension estimates in Theorem 4.
To avoid confusion with the pointwise Lyapunov exponent of the critical
value, given a map f , we shall denote the Lyapunov exponent of an f -
invariant probability measure µ by
χ(µ) =
∫
log |f ′| dµ.
There are two rather special types of such measures,
µmax : the measure of maximal entropy;
µacip : an absolutely-continuous invariant probability (acip).
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The Feigenbaum (-Coullet-Tresser) parameter aF is the leftmost parameter
a satisfying h(a) = 0. For a quadratic map fa, a ∈ [−2, aF ), the measure
of maximal entropy always exists, is unique and its metric entropy h(µmax)
equals h(a) [38] (this function overloading of h, so it can take as an argument
either a parameter or an invariant measure, ought not cause confusion).
There may or may not be an acip, but if there is, it is unique and [5, 26]
χ(µacip) = h(µacip) > 0.
We shall use µamax, µ
a
acip to indicate dependence on fa.
Let us define
Xˆ := {a ∈ W : λ(a) = χ(µaacip)}, (4)
X := {a ∈ V ∩W : λ(a) = χ(µaacip)}, (5)
Y := {a ∈ V ∩W : λ(a) = χ(µamax)}. (6)
Xˆ will have full measure in Hc and X = Xˆ ∩V will have full measure in
Fc (Proposition 4.2). It follows from [40, 7] (see Proposition 4.3) that h(Y )
has full measure in [0, log 2].
Definition 1.1. We say that a continuous map g : I → I defined on a
compact interval I is unimodal if g(∂I) ⊂ ∂I and g has exactly one turning
point c with c ∈ I \ ∂I. We say g is a smooth unimodal map if, moreover,
g is continuously differentiable and c is the unique ( critical) point satisfying
g′(c) = 0. The critical point is non-degenerate if g′′(c) 6= 0.
Definition 1.2. A map g : I → I is non-degenerate S-unimodal if it is
a C2 smooth unimodal map with non-degenerate critical point c, |g′|−1/2 is
convex on each component of I \ {c} and |g′| > 1 on ∂I.
The convexity condition is equivalent [34], for C3 maps, to having non-
positive Schwarzian derivative, while strict convexity corresponds to neg-
ative Schwarzian derivative. Quadratic maps have negative Schwarzian
derivative.
Except for some special cases [12], if g is S-unimodal with an acip µacip
of positive entropy, then h(µacip) < h(µmax) = htop(g). In the context of
the quadratic family, we obtain the following result of independent interest
(whose likelihood was suggested by Bruin [7]), improving on the work of the
first author [12]. It depends on a recent result of Inou [21] on extensions of
conjugacies of polynomial-like maps and is proven in §5.1.
Theorem 2. If fa : x 7→ x2 + a, µamax = µaacip if and only if a = −2.
It was known already to von Neumann and Ulam [47] that µ−2acip is the
pullback of Lebesgue measure by the smooth conjugacy to the tent map
x 7→ 1 − 2|x|. It follows that h(µ−2acip) = log 2 and µ−2acip = µ−2max. In §5.1 we
show that absolute continuity of µamax implies a = −2.
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For a 6= −2, h(µaacip) < h(a) (when µaacip exists). For a = −2, one can
verify that λ(a) = 2χ(µamax) = 2χ(µ
a
acip). Thus −2 /∈ Xˆ ∪ Y . On Xˆ , we
deduce
λ(a) = χ(µaacip) = h(µ
a
acip) < h(µ
a
max) = h(a). (7)
For a ∈ H, λ(a) < h(a). On F , h′ = 0 by definition. Applying Theorem 1
on X, a full measure subset of Fc, we obtain the following.
Corollary 3. For almost every a ∈ [−2, 14], λ(a) < h(a) and h′(a) = 0.
Thus h is absolutely singular. A devil’s staircase function can be defined
as a non-constant, continuous, monotone function which has derivative 0 al-
most everywhere and is locally constant on an open dense set. In particular,
h is a devil’s staircase function. We shall improve on this, obtaining uniform
dimension estimates away from {−2, aF }.
Recent tools from [14] allow us to prove uniformity in (7) and to prove
continuous dependence of χ(µamax) on a (Theorem 5.7). We obtain the fol-
lowing, where dimH(A) denotes the Hausdorff dimension of a set A.
Theorem 4. For every ε > 0,
dimH (h (X ∩ [−2 + ε, aF − ε])) < 1,
dimH (Y ∩ [−2 + ε, aF − ε]) < 1.
This is much stronger than just absolute singularity of h. Neglecting
a neighbourhood of two points, full measure (note that dimH(h(F)) = 0)
gets mapped to dimension strictly less than one and dimension strictly less
than one gets mapped to full measure. We shall also show that removing
a neighbourhood of a = −2 is necessary, for otherwise the above dimen-
sions tend to 1, see Theorem 5.12. Numerically straightforward estimates
indicate that the uniformity estimates extend to a neighbourhood of aF ;
however, the method known to the authors requires estimating multipliers
in a renormalisation limit, whose rigorous proof would be inappropriately
lengthy.
It is possible to find positive measure subsets of X on which h(a)/λ(a)
is arbitrarily large. This leads to:
Theorem 5. Given ε > 0, there is a positive measure subset of Fc whose
image under h has dimension at most ε.
1.2 Renormalisation
Definition 1.3. We say that a unimodal map g : I → I is renormalisable of
period n ≥ 2 if there is an open interval J ⊂ I containing its turning point
such that its images gi(J) with i = 0, 1, . . . , n−1 are disjoint and the restric-
tion of gn to J is unimodal. The interval J is called a restrictive interval.
A period-two renormalisation is called a Feigenbaum renormalisation.
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The flat set F ⊂ [−2, 14] is the union of the interval (aF , 14] and the
interior of all non-Feigenbaum renormalisation windows.
Definition 1.4. A unimodal map g is said to be pre-Chebyshev if: a) g is
exactly m times renormalisable, for some m ≥ 0, and each renormalisation
is of period two; b) if J is the restrictive interval for the mth renormalisation,
g2
m
|J : J → J is smoothly conjugate on J to x 7→ 1− 2|x| on (−1, 1).
1.3 Unimodal families
It is reasonable to ask for local results for more general unimodal families
than the quadratic family. One must pass from the small scale in parameter
space to the large scale in phase space to obtain such results. Tsujii [45]
provided the tools to do this and we work within his setting. More gen-
eral results are possible, but would require for example developing Tsujii-
Benedicks-Carleson type results for unimodal maps with degenerate critical
points or, for example, using Sands’ techniques [41] to deal with a lack of
transversality.
Well-rooted family. Let I denote the compact interval [−1, 1]. Consider
G : I × [0, 1]→ I of class C2 with gt = G(·, t), so G defines a one-parameter
family of interval maps gt : I → I. We denote by ∂1G, ∂2G the partial
derivatives with respect to the first and second variables. Suppose each gt is
a smooth unimodal map with critical point situated at 0. For g0 we impose
that
• g0 is a non-degenerate S-unimodal map;
• the Lyapunov exponent λ0 of the critical value of g0 exists and λ0 > 0;
• Tsujii’s weak regularity condition holds:
lim
δ→0+
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
n∑
j=1
|gj0(0)|≤δ
log |g′0(gj0(0))| = 0; (8)
• the following transversality condition holds at t = 0:
∞∑
j=0
∂2G(g
j
t (0), t)
(gjt )
′(gt(0))
6= 0.
Such a g0 satisfies the backward Collet-Eckmann condition and all peri-
odic points of g0 are hyperbolic repelling [34, Theorem A]. For such g0, the
topological entropy is positive.
Definition 1.5. We call G, as above, a well-rooted unimodal family.
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Let us simplify the notation by h(t) := htop(gt). We have the local, gen-
eral form of Theorem 1. It is unclear whether the monotonicity hypothesis
is strictly necessary.
Theorem 6. Let G be a well-rooted family and assume that h is monotone
and that h is not locally constant at t = 0. Then
lim
t→0+
log |h(t)− h(0)|
log |t| =
h(0)
λ0
.
Corollary 1.6. Theorem 1 holds.
Proof. We need to check that for a ∈ W, fa verifies the conditions of g0.
Quadratic maps are non-degenerate S-unimodal maps. The definition of W
covers the next two conditions. Levin [27] proved transversality holds if
∑
k≥0
1
|(fka )′(a)|
<∞.
The above sum is finite for all a ∈ W since λ(a) > 0, so transversality does
indeed hold. Thus one can apply Theorem 6.
When g0 is preperiodic, one could refine the estimates to obtain actual
Ho¨lder continuity of h at 0 with exponent Ho¨l(h, 0). The argument follows
the proof of Theorem 6, noting that for every time n, one can pass with
bounded distortion from small scale in parameter space to large scale in
phase space (see for example [41]).
At the boundary of a flat interval for h, there is either a pre-Chebyshev
or a (primitive) parabolic parameter. A pre-Chebyshev renormalises to a
full-branched map, thus it is preperiodic and fully described by the previous
remark. At parabolic parameters h is very flat:
Theorem 7. Let G be a C2 family of C2 unimodal maps so that g0 has a
parabolic periodic orbit which attracts, but is disjoint from, its critical orbit.
Then
Ho¨l(h, 0) =∞.
For S-unimodal maps, the existence of a parabolic periodic point implies
that the critical point is contained in the immediate basin of attraction. In
§3.2, we shall present more precise estimates for the flatness of entropy at
parabolic parameters.
1.4 Ho¨lder estimates
Guckenheimer [19] assumes that the entropy is bounded away from zero
to obtain uniform Ho¨lder regularity for unimodal families. We extend this
result to the full quadratic family.
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Theorem 8 ([19]). For the quadratic family, the function h is Ho¨lder con-
tinuous.
The exponent β of Ho¨lder continuity which is obtained will depend on a
bound from renormalisation theory. Numerical and heuristic estimates lead
us to formulate the following, recalling aF = inf{a : h(a) = 0}.
Conjecture 1. There exists β > 12 such that, on any compact subinterval
of (−2, aF ), h is β-Ho¨lder continuous.
Finding the optimal β appears difficult. As estimated in [19], Ho¨l(h,−2) =
1/2, while straightforward computation gives
Ho¨l(h, aF ) =
log 2
log δ∗
= 0.449 . . . ,
where δ∗ = 4.669 . . . is the first Feigenbaum constant. In particular, the
exponent is worse at the boundary of [−2, aF ].
1.5 Further remarks
Recent results [3, 9] consider the regularity of the entropy in families of
dynamical systems with holes. That is, for a fixed map on the circle or
the interval, they remove an interval and all its preimages from the phase
space, thus modelling physical systems which leak mass. By varying the
size and the position of the initial gap, they show that the entropy is Ho¨lder
continuous. In both cases, the regularity constant involves the value of the
entropy itself.
Dudko and Schleicher and Tiozzo [16, 44] have developed the theory of
core entropy of complex quadratic polynomials, as introduced by Thurston.
They proved continuous dependence of core entropy on the parameter. Their
work does not apply to regularity of h.
1.6 Structure
Unimodal maps are canonically semi-conjugate to tent maps with the same
entropy. Facts concerning tent maps, together with some further prelimi-
naries, are presented in the following section.
The proof of Theorem 6 will depend on studying the movement of criti-
cal orbits as one varies the parameter, both for unimodal families of smooth
maps and the family of tent maps. The speed depends on the Lyapunov ex-
ponents of the image of the respective turning points. For the tent map, the
Lyapunov exponent is just the entropy, and the parameter change is compa-
rable to the entropy change. Combining these elements forms the backbone
of the proof, presented in §3.1. Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 6, as al-
ready noted. In §3.2, we provide refined estimates near parabolic parameters
which imply Theorem 7.
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In §4, we show that certain sets of parameters have large measure.
Theorem 2 is proven in §5.1. More generally, in §5, we study the relation
between h(a) and λ(a). For a ∈ X ∪ Y , h(a) 6= λ(a). We use Theorem 2
and thermodynamic formalism for families of unimodal maps to obtain uni-
formity in h(a) 6= λ(a) on (X ∪ Y )∩ [−2+ ε, aF − ε]. Using Theorem 1 and
a simple dimension lemma, we prove Theorems 4 and 5.
In the final section we prove Theorem 8, giving uniform Ho¨lder continuity
for the entire quadratic family.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Tent maps, kneading itineraries and conjugacies
Let us introduce the family of (symmetric) tent maps
Tb : x 7→ 1− b|x|
for b ∈ (1, 2] and x ∈ R. The orientation-preserving fixed point is −1b−1 . Tb
restricted to the interval
Iˆb :=
[ −1
b− 1 ,
1
b− 1
]
is unimodal. If b >
√
2 then Tb, restricted to Iˆb, is not renormalisable, while
if b ∈ (1,√2], it is (Feigenbaum) renormalisable of period two. The tent map
Tb has slope ±b and topological entropy log b. We call a tent map periodic
if the orbit of the turning point 0 is periodic. The period is necessarily at
least 3.
Given a unimodal map g, smooth on the complement of its turning point
c, let
K(g) := k1k2 . . . , where ki = sgn(g
′(gi(c)) ∈ {0,±1}.
We call K(g) the kneading itinerary of g. For i ≥ 0, let di :=
∏i
j=1 kj,
thus d0 = 1, d1 = sgn(g
′(g(c))) and di = sgn((g
i)′(g(c))). The kneading
determinant Dg is defined by
Dg(t) := 1 + d1t+ d2t
2 + · · · .
By Milnor and Thurston [30],
s := inf{t > 0 : Dg(t) = 0} ∈ (0, 1)
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if and only if
htop(g) > 0,
and in this case
htop(g) = − log s.
In particular, the kneading itinerary determines the entropy.
Following the notation of [6], for n ≥ 0, let
ϕn(b) := T
n
b (1). (9)
Observe that
ϕi(b) = 1− b|ϕi−1(b)| = 1− b sgn(ϕi−1(b))ϕi−1(b) = 1 + kib ϕi−1(b).
Note that ϕi−1(b) ∈ Iˆb, so if |ϕ′i−1(b)| is sufficiently large, then
1 +
b− 1
2
<
∣∣∣∣ ϕ′i(b)ϕ′i−1(b)
∣∣∣∣ < 1 + 2(b− 1). (10)
Lemma 2.1. Given b∗ > 1, there are constants C,N ≥ 1 such that, if b ≥ b∗
and n ≥ N , the derivative ϕ′n(b) exists unless
ϕj(b) = 0
for some j with 1 ≤ j < n. If ϕ′n exists on an interval V ⊂ [b∗, 2] then
C−1bn0 ≤ |ϕ′n(b)| ≤ Cbn0 (11)
for all b, b0 ∈ V .
Proof. Brucks and Misiurewicz [6] proved this lemma for b∗ =
√
2. We shall
consider the case b ∈ (1,√2]. On every interval on which ϕj(b) 6= 0 for all
1 ≤ j < n, ϕn is a polynomial of degree n, thus continuously differentiable.
For m ≥ 0 and bm = 22−m , one has ϕj(bm) 6= 0 for any j ≥ 1. The
derivative is continuous at each bm and they form (for boundedm) a discrete
set of parameters, so we can omit them from our considerations.
Let m ≥ 1 be such that b2m ∈ (√2, 2) and set bˆ = b2m . Note that Tb is
m times renormalisable. Let Ab denote the affine rescaling which maps the
closure of the restrictive interval for T 2
m
b to the interval Iˆbˆ, so
Ab ◦ T 2mb = Tbˆ ◦Ab
on A−1b (Iˆbˆ). Since Ab(0) = 0, Ab is just multiplication by some number ab
bounded away from 0. The boundaries of the restrictive interval and of Iˆbˆ
are preperiodic points with smooth continuations, so b 7→ ab is smooth as
long as Tb remains m-times renormalisable. Differentiating
ϕ2mk−1(b) = a
−1
b ϕk−1(b
2m),
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one obtains
ϕ′2mk−1(b) =
2mb2
m−1
ab
ϕ′k−1(bˆ)− ϕk−1(bˆ)
a′b
a2b
.
By [6], if ϕj(bˆ) 6= 0 for j = 1, . . . , k−2, then ϕ′k−1(bˆ) exists and is comparable
with bˆk−1, so this term dominates for large k, ab and a
′
b being bounded
functions. Bound (11) thus holds for n = 2mk− 1, for all large k, for b = b0.
Applying (10) allows one to interpolate, giving (11) for all large n, for b = b0.
Let V ⊂ [b∗, 2] be an interval on which ϕ′n exists. On V , |ϕ′n| ≥ C−1bn∗ .
For b, b0 ∈ V , we deduce
|b− b0| ≤ Cb−n∗ .
Therefore,
bn
bn0
=
(
1 +
b− b0
b0
)n
≤ C1.
Redefining C, (11) is proven.
For a quadratic map fa : x 7→ x2 + a, a ∈
[−2, 14], the fixed points solve
x2 + a = x, so fa restricted to the interval
Ia :=
[−1−√1− 4a
2
,
1 +
√
1− 4a
2
]
is unimodal.
Given any unimodal map g, there is a canonical semi-conjugacy φ,
φ ◦ g = Tb ◦ φ,
between g and Tb, where b = exp(htop(g)). See [11, Chapter II] as a gen-
eral reference for this and the following statements. S-unimodal maps do
not have wandering intervals, and any non-repelling periodic orbit (or non-
degenerate interval of periodic points) has the critical point in its immediate
basin. If Tb is not periodic and g is S-unimodal, then φ is a conjugacy. If
Tb is periodic, the interior of the preimage of the turning point by the con-
jugacy, i.e. of φ−1(0), is a restrictive interval for g. Since the period of Tb is
greater than two, g is renormalisable of some period other than two.
If G is a well-rooted family, the entropy htop(gt) is a continuous function
of t [32, Theorem 2]. Thus htop([gt0 , gt1 ]) contains [htop(gt0), htop(gt1)]. If
log b ∈ (htop(gt0), htop(gt1)), there exists t ∈ (t0, t1) for which gt and Tb have
the same kneading itinerary, that is,
K(gt) = K(Tb), (12)
which implies that gt and Tb are semi-conjugate and have the same topolog-
ical entropy log b. If Tb is periodic and gt satisfies (12), the critical orbit of
gt is periodic and, therefore, super-attracting.
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If g is a S-unimodal with htop(g) ≤ log 22m , then g is m times Feigenbaum
renormalisable (that is, with period two) to a unimodal map gˆ with
htop(gˆ) = 2
mhtop(g). (13)
2.2 Notations and conventions
Given two non-negative expressions A(·) and B(·), we say that A dominates
B and write
A & B,
if there exists a constant C > 0 such that
A ≥ CB.
We say that A and B are comparable and write
A ≃· B
if A & B and B & A. As entropy is a logarithmic expression, we will need
an additive equivalent. We say
A ≃+ B
if eA ≃· eB .
We write (x, y) for the open interval bounded by x, y irrespective of
which of x, y is greater, and similarly for half-open or closed intervals.
3 Proofs of Theorems 6 and 7
Following Tsujii [45], we denote the distortion of a smooth map ψ on an
interval J by
Dist(ψ, J) := sup
x,y∈J
log
∣∣∣∣ψ′(x)ψ′(y)
∣∣∣∣ ∈ R+.
Let G : I × [0, 1]→ I, G : (x, t) 7→ gt(x) be a C2 family of C2 unimodal
maps with each gt having its critical point at 0. Define, for n ≥ 0,
ξn(t) := g
n
t (gt(0)).
These functions describe the displacement of the critical orbit as one varies
the parameter. It is straightforward to check that
ξ′n(t)
(gnt )
′(gt(0))
=
n∑
j=0
∂2G(g
j
t (0), t)
(gjt )
′(gt(0))
. (14)
For the remainder of the section, set h(t) := htop(gt).
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3.1 Proof of Theorem 6
Let G : I × [0, 1]→ I, G : (x, t) 7→ gt(x) be a well-rooted unimodal family
as per Definition 1.5. The unique critical point of each gt is at 0. Let us
denote g := g0. The Lyapunov exponent of its critical value
v := g(0)
exists and is denoted λ0. Let b0 := exp(h(0)).
To prove Theorem 6, the first step is to find an increasing sequence of
times (kn)n and decreasing parameter intervals ωn ∋ 0 for which ξkn maps
ωn to the large scale in phase space with bounded distortion.
Next, there are topologically defined points (safe elements for tent maps
and their preimages under the (semi-)conjugacy) contained in ξkn(ωn). One
can catch these topologically-defined points, that is, there is a parameter
tn ∈ ωn which gets mapped by ξkn onto such a point.
The logarithmic size of tn is roughly −knλ0. Doing the same thing
for tent maps, for the corresponding tent parameter bn = exp(h(tn)), the
logarithmic size of |bn− b0| is roughly −kn log b0, and |bn− b0| is comparable
with | log bn−log b0|, the difference in the entropies. One obtains an estimate
for the entropy at each tn, which gives the result.
The details constitute the remainder of this subsection.
Lemma 3.1 ([45]). Let δ, ε > 0. There exist r0,m0 > 0, a strictly increasing
sequence (kn)n≥0 of positive integers and a decreasing sequence of intervals
ωn = [0, sn) such that, for all n ≥ 0,
kn+1
kn
≤ 1 + δ,
|ξkn(ωn)| > r0,
Dist(ξj , ωn) ≤ 1 for m0 ≤ j ≤ kn, (15)
and, for all t ∈ ωn,
λ0 − ε ≤ 1
kn
log |ξ′kn(t)| ≤ λ0 + ε. (16)
Proof. This was essentially shown by Tsujii [45]. Since λ0 exists, for any
κ > 0, for all large m,
λ0 − κ ≤ 1
m
log |(gm)′(v)| ≤ λ0 + κ. (17)
This implies
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
log |g′(gn(v))| = 0,
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which is condition (W) in [45]. We apply [45, Lemma 4.5] [our gt is Tsujii’s
ft]. Let ζ > 0 be small. Then there exists ρ > 0 and a number a
+(m) [the
extra variables in Tsujii’s a+(·, ·; ·) are constant, for our purposes] such that
for each sufficiently large L, there exists m = m(L) with
L ≤ log |(gm)′(v)| ≤ L(1 + ζ) (18)
and
|(gm)′(v)| · a+(m) > ρ. (19)
From (17) and (18) with κ, ζ sufficiently small, we obtain a strictly increasing
sequence (kn) with kn+1/kn ≤ 1 + δ for which (19) holds for each m = kn.
Now we apply [45, Lemma 5.2]. Inequality (5.1) there is verified since g
is Collet-Eckmann. We obtain, for some constant l1 > 1, for each n,
l−11 <
|ξ′kn(0)|
|(gkn)′(v)| < l1
and
Dist(ξj, ωn) ≤ 1,
for m0 ≤ j ≤ kn (for some fixed m0), on an interval ωn of length at least
l−11 · a+(kn). Thus
|ξkn(ωn)| > l−11 · a+(kn) · l−11 |(gkn)′(v)|.
The result follows, taking r0 := l
−2
1 ρ.
Lemma 3.2. In the setting of Lemma 3.1, for ε, δ > 0 small enough, for n
large enough and all m < kn, the image ξm(ωn) does not contain the critical
point 0.
Proof. Since the C1-norm of G is bounded and
ξ′m+1(t) = ξ
′
m(t)g
′
t(ξm(t)) + ∂2G(ξm(t), t),
|ξ′m| cannot grow too fast. Moreover, if ξm(t) = 0, then
|ξ′m+1(t)| = |∂2G(0, t)| < C,
for some C > 0.
For large n, kn+1/kn ≤ 1 + δ and
λ0 − ε ≤ 1
kn+1
log |ξ′kn+1(0)|.
Taking ε, δ > 0 sufficiently small, we deduce that
λ0
2
≤ 1
m
log |ξ′m(0)|
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form between kn and kn+1, and thus for all largem. From this and bounded
distortion (15), there exists M ≥ 1 for which, for n ≥ 1 and M ≤ m ≤ kn,
|ξ′m(t)| ≥ e
mλ0
2
−1 > C
for all t ∈ ωn. Thus 0 /∈ ξm−1(ωn) for such m,n. Now we deal with m ≤M .
As |ωn| → 0 and the critical orbit of g0 is not periodic, there exists N such
that if m ≤M and n ≥ N , 0 /∈ ξm(ωn).
Safe elements. Given a tent map T , we call an element x of T−N (0) safe
if x /∈ Orb(0). Considering the minimal n with T n(x) = 0, safe elements
admit continuations under small perturbations of T . Denote by
SN :=
N⋃
j=1
T−jb0 (0) \Orb(0) (20)
the collection of safe elements of Tb0 for times up to N . Denote by S = S∞
the collection of all safe elements. This set is dense in Iˆb0 . Let φ be the
semi-conjugacy of g to Tb0
φ ◦ g = Tb0 ◦ φ. (21)
For each safe element x with corresponding minimal n, there may be an
interval mapped by φ to x. However, there is a unique point of g−n(0)
mapped by φ to x. If φ is a conjugacy, then φ is bijective on φ−1(S) and the
points in φ−1(S) admit continuations (as points of g−nt (0) as one perturbs
g).
Lemma 3.3. Suppose h is not locally constant at t = 0. Given r0 > 0, there
exist ε0, N,N1 > 0 for which the following holds. If 0 < ε < ε0 and n ≥ N1
are such that ξn is diffeomorphic on [0, ε] and
|ξn([0, ε])| ≥ r0.
Then
#(SN ∩ φ(ξn([0, ε]))) ≥ 3.
Proof. If φ is a conjugacy, then T is not periodic, all preimages of 0 are safe
and φ−1(S) is dense in I. In this case, the lemma is trivial.
Henceforth suppose φ is not a conjugacy, which implies g is renormalis-
able of some type other than Feigenbaum. Since the entropy is not locally
constant, there are t arbitrarily close to 0 for which gt is not renormalisable
of the same type as g. Since G is well-rooted, g is not parabolic. It follows
that the final renormalisation of g is conjugate to the Chebyshev map and
any previous renormalisation is of Feigenbaum type.
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In particular, high iterates of 0 periodically lie on the boundary of the
smallest restrictive interval (p, q), say at p. Set p0 = p, q0 = q, pk = g
k(p) =
gk(q) and qk = g
k(gm(0)), for k = 1, . . . ,m − 1, where m ≥ 3 is minimal
with gm([p, q]) ⊂ [p, q]. For each k, the restriction
gm : [pk, qk]→ [pk, qk]
is unimodal. Each interval [pk, qk] is the preimage of a point under φ. There-
fore the points p0, . . . , pm−1 are all in the accumulation set of φ
−1(S). Re-
mark that
φ−1(S) ⊂ I \
m−1⋃
k=0
[pk, qk].
Using continuations of points in φ−1(S) for ε > 0 arbitrarily small, we only
need to show that the interval ξn([0, ε)) is disjoint from ∪m−1k=0 (pk, qk). We
may assume that r0 is smaller than the distance between any two intervals
(pk, qk). Those intervals are not adjacent, as g is renormalisable of some
type other than Feigenbaum.
The points pk, qk have continuations pk(t), qk(t) with
gmt (pk(t)) = g
m
t (qk(t)) = pk(t).
In this preperiodic transversal setting, |ξ′n(0)| → ∞ as n → ∞, as it is
comparable to |(gn)′(v)|, by equation (14). Hence
|p′k(0)|, |q′k(0)| < |ξ′n(0)|
for all k and all large n.
Let n be large and suppose ξn(0) = pk. Relative to pk(t) at t = 0, ξn(t)
can go in two directions. In one direction, ξn(t) goes inside the interval
(pk(t), qk(t)). If this happens,
gmt ([pk(t), qk(t)]) ⊂ [pk(t), qk(t)]
for all sufficiently small t ≥ 0, and gt has a restrictive interval (p0(t), q0(t)).
This we exclude, for otherwise the entropy would be locally constant at
t = 0, a contradiction.
Consequently, ξn(t) starts off going in the other direction and, for all
sufficiently small positive ε′, ξn([0, ε
′)) is an interval bordering but disjoint
from (pk, qk). Thus, if ξn is diffeomorphic on [0, ε),
ξn([0, ε)) ∩ (pk(0), qk(0)) = ∅,
which completes the proof.
Let us recall that we work with a well-rooted unimodal family G and
that SN and φ are defined by (20) and (21).
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Proposition 3.4. Given K0 > 0 and N ≥ 1, there exist K ≥ 1 and ε0, γ > 0
such that the following holds. If ω = [0, ε), for some ε ∈ (0, ε0), n ≥ 1 is
large, Dist(ξn, ω) ≤ K0, 0 /∈ ∪n−1j=1 ξj(ω) and φ(ξn(ω)) contains (at least)
three safe elements of SN , then there exists t ∈ ω with
γ|ω| < t < |ω|
and
K−1t
h(0)
λn ≤ |h(t)− h(0)| ≤ Kth(0)λn , (22)
where
λn :=
1
n
log |ξ′n(0)|.
Proof. Let θ > 0 denote half the minimal distance between any pair of
elements of SN or of φ−1(SN ). Let q be a middle safe element of SN in
φ(ξn(ω)) and p ∈ g−j(0) ∩ ξn(ω) with φ(p) = q, for some minimal j ≤ N .
Then
dist(q, φ(ξn(∂ω))),dist(p, ξn(∂ω)) ≥ 2θ.
Let p(t), q(t) denote the continuations of p, q (it makes sense to write
q(t), since to each gt there corresponds a unique Texp(h(t))). As SN is finite,
we can choose ε0 > |ω| such that p(t) and q(t) are always well-defined on ω
and such that
dist(q(ω), φ(ξn(∂ω))),dist(p(ω), ξn(∂ω)) > θ.
Hence there exists t′ with ξn(t
′) = p(t′). For this t′,
θ < |ξn(0)− ξn(t′)| < |ξn(ω)| ≤ 4.
By bounded distortion,
θ
eK0 |ξ′n(0)|
< t′ <
4eK0
|ξ′n(0)|
, (23)
and we can choose
γ :=
θ
4eK0
.
Let b′ := exp(h(t′)). Now the corresponding semi-conjugacy maps p(t′)
to
q(t′) = T nb′ (1),
and b0 6= b′ since
θ < |q(t′)− T nb0(1)| < |Iˆb0 |.
We introduced in (9) the notation ϕk(b) = T
k
b (1), the equivalent of ξk for
tent maps. From equation (12) and the hypothesis 0 /∈ ∪n−1j=1 ξj(ω), we deduce
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ϕk(b) 6= 0 for all k = 1, . . . , n − 1 and all b ∈ (b0, b′). By Lemma 2.1, ϕn is
a diffeomorphism on (b0, b
′) and
|ϕ′n(b)| ≃· bn0
for all b ∈ (b0, b′). Meanwhile θ < |ϕn(b0)− ϕn(b′)| ≤ |Iˆb0 |. Hence,
|b0 − b′| ≃· b−n0 .
As |h(0) − h(t′)| = | log b0 − log b′| ≃· |b0 − b′| and
|ξ′n(0)|
h(0)
λn = exp(nh(0)) = bn0 ,
we deduce, using (23) for the final step, that
|h(0) − h(t′)| ≃· b−n0 ≃· |ξ′n(0)|−
h(0)
λn ≃· t′
h(0)
λn ,
noting eK0 , θ, h(0) are constants and λn converges to λ0 > 0 as n→∞.
Proof of Theorem 6. Given a well-rooted unimodal family G, we must show
that, if h is monotone and not locally constant at t = 0,
lim
t→0
log |h(t) − h(0)|
log t
=
h(0)
λ0
.
By monotonicity, it suffices to find sequences of parameters tn ց 0 with
|h(tn)− h(0)| ≃· t
h(0)
λ0
n
and with
log tn+1
log tn
arbitrarily close to 1.
Let δ, ε > 0 and let r0,m0, kn, ωn be given by Lemma 3.1. From Lemma 3.1,
we have |ξkn(ωn)| > r0,
1 <
kn+1
kn
≤ 1 + δ,
Dist(ξj, ωn) ≤ 1 for j = m0, . . . , kn, and, for t ∈ ωn,
λ0 − ε ≤ 1
kn
log |ξ′kn(t)| ≤ λ0 + ε.
By Lemma 3.3, there is some fixedN for which, for all large n, φ(ξkn(ωn))
contains at least three safe elements of SN . By Lemma 3.2, we can apply
Proposition 3.4 to obtain K ≥ 1, γ > 0 and a sequence of parameters tn for
which the following holds:
γ|ωn| ≤ tn ≤ |ωn|
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and
K−1t
h(0)
λ0−ε
n ≤ |h(tn)− h(0)| ≤ Kt
h(0)
λ0+ε
n . (24)
It remains to show that the tn do not decrease too fast. By bounded
distortion (and assuming n is large),
1− ε ≤ log |ξ
′
kn
(0)|
− log tn ≤ 1 + ε.
We deduce
log tn+1
log tn
≤ (1 + δ)(λ0 + ε)(1 + ε)
(λ0 − ε)(1 − ε) . (25)
Since ε, δ > 0 are arbitrary, this completes the proof.
3.2 Parabolic parameters
Quadratic maps. We call a map fa parabolic if it has a periodic point
p (of period k, say) with multiplier 1 or −1. If the multiplier is −1, then
fka is orientation-reversing, locally. By Singer’s theorem (using negative
Schwarzian derivative), p is attracting on at least one side, so it is attracting
on both sides. Arbitrarily small neighbourhoods of p are mapped diffeomor-
phically and compactly inside themselves by f2ka . As one perturbs fa, this
topological situation persists and there is an (at least one-sided) attracting
periodic orbit of period k or 2k. Again by Singer, the critical point lies in
the basin of attraction. The kneading itinerary of the critical point remains
the same and the entropy is locally constant. If the multiplier is 1, the en-
tropy may vary with a (as a increases). In this subsection, we prove that
the entropy function is infinitely flat at parabolic parameters for general
unimodal families.
Tent maps. Multiplication by b is the same as iteration of the function
whose graph is given by y = bx. After n iterates starting from x, one is at a
distance bnx from 0. Translating this behaviour, we understand iterates of
a piecewise-linear map restricted to one branch.
Let Tb0 be a preperiodic tent map and let α, k,N satisfy
α := TN+kb0 (0) = T
N
b0 (0),
with k ≥ 1, N ≥ 0 minimal with this property. Note α is periodic with period
k. Near α, if N = 0 the graph of T kb0 is on one side only of the diagonal; if
N > 0 the graph of T kb0 crosses the diagonal at α. For nearby parameters b,
if N > 0 the graph still crosses the diagonal and, in a small neighbourhood
of α, there is only one branch. If N = 0, we need the following.
Lemma 3.5. Let Tb, b ∈ (1, 2] be a tent map. If T kb (0) = 0 for some k ≥ 1
then bk ≥ 2√2.
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Proof. If b0 ∈ (22−m−1 , 22−m ], then Tb0 is m-times renormalisable of period
2. It follows that k = 2mp for some p ≥ 3 and bk ≥ 2p/2.
Lemma 3.6. There exist C1, l ≥ 1 and a neighbourhood Uα of α for which,
for all b close to b0, the following holds. If n ≥ 1 and
TN+jkb (0) ∈ Uα
for j = 1, . . . , n, then
| log b0 − log b| ≤ C1b−nk/l0 .
Proof. There are three cases. First if N > 0 and Uα is small, then iterates
in Uα all lie in the same branch of T
k
b . If αb denotes the continuation of the
periodic point α, then
|TN+2kb (0)− TNb (0)| ≥ |TN+2kb (0)− αb|.
Hence
b(n−2)k|TN+2kb (0) − TNb (0)| < |Uα|.
Next if N = 0 and the graph of T kb does not touch the diagonal in a
small neighbourhood, then for Uα small enough, T
jk
b (0) for j = 1, . . . , n are
monotone and lie in the same branch. We obtain
b(n−1)k|T kb (0)− 0| < |Uα|.
If N = 0 and the graph crosses the diagonal, α splits into an orientation-
preserving fixed point (for T kb ) αb and an orientation-reversing fixed point.
Since the slope of T kb , for b near b0, is at least 2.75, the sequence 0, αb, T
2k
b (0)
is monotone and
|T 2kb (0) − αb| ≥ |T kb (0)− 0|.
Furthermore, iterates T jkb (0), j = 2, . . . , n are all in the same branch (mono-
tonically receding from 0). Thus
b(n−2)k|T kb (0)− 0| < |Uα|.
Moving to the next stage of the proof, Tb is piecewise degree 1 in b and
x so
TN+Mkb (0)− TNb (0),
for M ∈ {1, 2}, is (piecewise) a polynomial of degree N +Mk in b. Let
1 ≤ l ≤ N +Mk be the order of the zero b0. The entropy changes with b, so
the polynomial is not constant 0 and l is finite. [One can presumably show
l = 1, but this is not needed.] Then
|TN+Mkb (0)− TNb (0)| ≃· |b0 − b|l.
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Consequently |b0 − b|l < C0/b2nk, whence
| log b0 − log b| ≤ C1b−2nk/l0 .
C2 unimodal families. The following standard lemma will provide a lower
bound for the time spent by the critical orbit in the funnel in the latter case.
We use ρt to study the local behaviour around a parabolic fixed point which
is at least one-sided attracting. We may assume it is attracting to the right.
Lemma 3.7. Let ρt : (−2δ, 2δ) → R, t ∈ [0, 2δ2) be a C2 family of C2
diffeomorphisms with 0 < δ < 1. Let ρ := ρ0 and assume that ρ(0) = 0,
ρ′(0) = 1 and that, for all x ∈ (0, δ],
ρ(x) < x. (26)
There exist arbitriraly small ε0, t0 > 0 and some C > 1 such that for all
t ∈ [0, t0] and all x ∈ (
√
t, ε0),
ρnt (x) ∈ (0, ε0) for all n ≤
1
C
√
t
. (27)
Proof. Take ε0, t0 small enough. Then for t ∈ [0, t0]
ρ′t > 3/4
on [0, ε0]. Moreover, by continuity, the derivative estimate and (26),
x/2 < ρt(x) < x (28)
for x ∈ [ε0/2, ε0], while, for some C0 > 0 independent of t,
x/2− C0t < ρt(x) < ε0 (29)
for x ∈ [0, ε0]. Consequently, if x ∈ [0, ε0] and if n is minimal such that
ρnt (x) /∈ [0, ε0], then ρnt (x) < 0. By monotonicity, for a given x, either
ρj+1t (x) ≥ ρjt (x) for all j ≥ 0, in which case n = +∞ and the lemma holds,
or
ρj+1t (x) < ρ
j
t (x)
for j < n. It remains to treat this second case.
Given x ≥ √t, there may be a first iterate y of x with y ∈ [0,√t). Then
by (29), √
t/2− C0t < y <
√
t.
For t small, y ≥ √t/3. We shall estimate the time needed for this iterate y
to leave.
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By hypothesis and Taylor expansion at (0, 0), there exist C1 > 0 and
α ∈ R such that for all t ∈ [0, δ2), x ∈ (−δ, δ),
|ρt(x)− x− αt| ≤ C1(|x|+ |t|)2. (30)
For 0 ≤ x ≤ √t, setting C = |α|+ 4C1,
x− ρt(x) ≤ Ct.
Hence,
y − ρjt (y) ≤ jCt ≤ y
for j ≤ 1/3C√t ≤ y/Ct. In particular, for this range of j, ρjt (y) ≥ 0. This
completes the proof.
Remark that in the above proof, ρt may still have a fixed point for some
t > 0. By (28), the rightmost one in [0, ε0] must be attracting on its right.
For t small, it must also be close to 0.
We are now in position to prove the following result, which has Theo-
rem 7 as an immediate corollary.
Proposition 3.8. Let G be a C2 family of C2 unimodal maps, G(·, t) = gt(·),
so that g0 has a parabolic periodic orbit p which attracts, but is disjoint from,
the critical orbit. Then for t > 0 sufficiently small
log |h(t)− h(0)|
log t
&
−1√
t log t
.
Proof. We may suppose that the entropy is not locally constant at t = 0,
with the convention log 0 = −∞. Furthermore, we suppose that the critical
point of each gt is 0. The kneading sequence K(0) of g0 is preperiodic, so
K(0) 6= K(faF ),
the kneading sequence of the Feigenbaum map. Therefore if h(0) = 0 then
h = 0 on some neighbourhood [0, t0). Henceforth assume h(0) > 0.
Let b0 := exp(h(0)) > 1, so g0 is semi-conjugate to the (necessarily
preperiodic) tent map Tb0 . Let N ≥ 0, k ≥ 1 be minimal with
α := TN+kb0 (0) = T
N
b0 (0).
Let φt denote the semi-conjugacy between gt and Texp(h(t)). Set V = φ
−1
0 (α)
and let p ∈ V denote the parabolic periodic point whose orbit attracts 0.
Note that V contains the immediate basin of attraction of p and gN+jk0 (0)
is in the interior of V for all j ≥ 0. Let Uα be given by Lemma 3.6. By
continuity of preperiodic points, for example, there is a fixed neighbourhood
U of V with U ⊂ φ−1t (Uα) for all small t. For some M ≥ 0, gN+Mk0 (0) is
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sufficiently close to p that one can apply Lemma 3.7. We obtain, for small
enough t,
gN+kt (0), g
N+2k
t (0), . . . , g
N+k⌊Ct−1/2⌋
t (0) ∈ φ−1t (Uα). (31)
By Lemma 3.6, for b = exp(h(t)),
| log b− log b0| ≤ C1bk⌊Ct
−1/2⌋/l
0 .
Taking log,
log |h(t) − h(0)| ≤ C2t−1/2 + logC1.
4 Parameter space
In this section we collect some facts concerning large-measure sets of param-
eters in the quadratic family fa : x 7→ x2 + a, a ∈
[−2, 14].
A parameter a is called Collet-Eckmann if λ(a) > 0. Let
E := {a ∈ [−2, aF ] : λ(a) > 0 and lim inf
n→∞
1
n
log |f ′a(fna (a))| = 0},
be the set of Collet-Eckmann parameters whose critical obit is slowly recur-
rent (or non-recurrent).
Set ξn(a) := f
n
a (a). Computing gives
ξ′k(a) = 1 + f
′
a(f
k−1
a (a)) + . . .+ (f
k−1
a )
′(fa(a)) + (f
k
a )
′(a). (32)
Consider (compare (14))
Qn(a) :=
ξ′n(a)
(fna )
′(a)
=
n∑
k=0
1
(fka )
′(a)
(33)
If the limit of Qn(a) as n→∞ exists and is non-zero, we say that fa satisfies
the transversality condition. Recall that Levin [27] proved transversality
holds if ∑
k≥0
1
|(fka )′(a)|
<∞.
For Collet-Eckmann parameters the sum is finite, so transversality does
hold at each a ∈ E. Nowicki [33] proved that the Collet-Eckmann condition
implies uniform exponential growth at preimages of the critical point. By
Singer’s theorem [42], since λ(a) > 0, all periodic orbits are hyperbolic
repelling.
Therefore, all the hypotheses required to apply [45, Theorem 1] for pa-
rameters in E are verified. We obtain:
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Fact 4.1 ([45, Theorem 1(I)]). Almost every a ∈ E satisfies Tsujii’s weak
regularity condition (WR).
Proposition 4.2 ([45, 1]). The set
W := {a ∈ Hc : λ(a) > 0 and fa verifies (WR)}.
has full measure in Hc (and thus in Fc). Moreover, for almost every a ∈ W,
λ(a) = χ(µaacip).
Proof. Avila and Moreira [1, 2] (building on Lyubich’s [29]) showed that E
has full measure in Hc, that λ(a) exists and that λ(a) = χ(µaacip) > 0 for
almost every a ∈ E. Fact 4.1 implies (WR) holds almost everywhere in
E.
Let Y be given by (6). Recall that a ∈ Y if fa satisfies (WR) and
λ(a) = χ(µamax) > 0.
Proposition 4.3 ([7, 40]). The set h(Y ) has full measure in [0, log 2].
Proof. For almost every value of the entropy, the weak regularity condition
was shown in the doctoral thesis of Sands [40]. This can be extracted as
follows: his Theorem 54 states that, for almost every value of the entropy,
the kneading invariant of the corresponding tent map is “slowly recurrent”2.
Slow recurrence is defined on page 57 in terms of a function R, itself defined
in section 2.3. R(j) is large if |f j(0)| is small. Combined with Lemma 39, one
obtains weak regularity [see also his footnote on page 57] for the quadratic
map.
For almost every w ∈ [0, log 2], there is a unique aw ∈
[−2, 14] with
h(aw) = w. By [7, Corollary 1], for almost every w ∈ [0, log 2], for the
map faw , the critical point 0 is typical with respect to the measure of max-
imal entropy. With Birkhoff’s theorem, we nearly obtain λ(aw) = χ(µ
aw
max);
the only missing ingredient (since log |f ′aw | is unbounded at 0) is the weak
regularity condition, which we have shown.
We say a parameter a is Misiurewicz if all periodic orbits of fa are
hyperbolic repelling and 0 is non-recurrent. If a is non-renormalisable, the
entropy is at least log 22 and is not locally constant at a.
Fact 4.4 ([14, Theorem 1.30]). Given any ε > 0 and any non-renormalisable
Misiurewicz parameter a0, there is a non-renormalisable Misiurewicz param-
eter a arbitrarily close to a0 such that µ
a
acip exists and h(µ
a
acip) ∈ (0, ε).
2Sands’ definition of slow recurrence differs from the standard one (which we use) and
more resembles Tsujii’s weak regularity condition
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Proposition 4.5. Given ε > 0, there exists a positive measure set A of non-
renormalisable Collet-Eckmann parameters with 0 < λ(a) = χ(µaacip) < ε for
all a ∈ A.
Proof. By Fact 4.4, there exists a non-renormalisable Misiurewicz parameter
a1 with h(a1) >
log 2
2 and h(µ
a1
acip) ∈ (0, ε/2). By [46, Main Theorem], there
is a positive measure set A′ of parameters, with a1 as a density point, such
that, for any sequence ap → a1, µapacip exists (and is necessarily unique) and
converges to µa1acip, while by [46, Inequality (2.1)],
lim sup
ap→a1
h(µ
ap
acip) ≤ h(µa1acip).
Entropy equals Lyapunov exponent for acips. For r small enough and Ar =
A′ ∩B(a1, r), we deduce
0 < χ(µaacip) < ε
for all a ∈ Ar. By Proposition 4.2, for almost every a ∈ Ar, λ(a) = χ(µaacip).
From Tsujii’s (and Benedicks-Carleson’s) construction, for parameters
in A′, there are arbitrarily small neighbourhoods of 0 mapped to some fixed
large scale. On the other hand, fa1 is non-renormalisable, so for nearby
renormalisable parameters, the restrictive intervals are very small and do not
get mapped to the fixed large scale. Therefore, they are not in A′. Hence,
taking r small enough, all parameters in the set Ar are non-renormalisable.
Set A = Ar to complete the proof.
5 Typical values
For large sets of parameters, one can compare the Lyapunov exponent of
an invariant measure with the Lyapunov exponent along the critical orbit.
This allows one to estimate h(a)λ(a) on large sets and constitutes the goal of
this section.
5.1 Visible measures of maximal entropy
The most interesting dynamical measures for a unimodal map are the mea-
sure of maximal entropy µmax and the absolutely continuous invariant prob-
ability measure µacip (supposing the latter exists). To prove Theorem 2, it
remains to show that if µamax = µ
a
acip for a quadratic map fa : x 7→ x2 + a,
then a = −2. Recall Definition 1.4 of pre-Chebyshev maps.
Proposition 5.1. The only pre-Chebyshev quadratic map fa is
f−2 : x 7→ x2 − 2.
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Proof. We shall need a quadratic-like extension for the renormalised map.
A quadratic-like map is a holomorphic proper map g : U → V ⊂ C between
topological discs with U compactly contained in V and g of degree 2.
By [24, Theorem 5.20, p204], if f is a renormalisable quadratic map
with restrictive interval J and renormalisation fn : J → J , then f viewed
as a complex map f : C → C is renormalisable. The renormalisation is a
quadratic-like map fn : U → V with U a complex neighbourhood of J .
For a pre-Chebyshev quadratic map f , the final renormalisation fn :
J → J is smoothly conjugate on the interior of J to x 7→ 1− 2|x|. The cor-
responding quadratic-like map has Julia set equal to J , since J is backward-
invariant. Harmonic measure on J ⊂ U is equivalent to Lebesgue measure,
itself equivalent to the measure of maximal entropy.
There is extra rigidity in analytic setting which comes from a dichotomy
of Zdunik and Popovici and Volberg concerning harmonic measure [48, 35]:
for a polynomial-like map, either the measure of maximal entropy and the
harmonic measure are mutually singular or the map is conformally equiva-
lent to a polynomial (on some neighbourhoods of the maps’ Julia sets). In
particular, fn : U → V is conformally equivalent on U to z 7→ z2 − 2 on a
corresponding neighbourhood of [−2, 2].
With Inou’s [21, Theorem 1], we go a step further. Since f and g :
z 7→ z2 − 2 are entire and have bounded degree and fn : U → V and g
are conformally equivalent, fn and g have the same degree on C. Therefore
n = 1 and f = g.
Proof of Theorem 2. Combining the above proposition with the following
fact completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Fact 5.2 ([12, Theorem 2]). Given an S-unimodal map g with positive en-
tropy, the measure of maximal entropy is absolutely continuous if and only
if g is pre-Chebyshev.
5.2 Comparing topological entropy and Lyapunov exponents
In this section, we consider the quadratic family fa, a ∈
[−2, 14], and the
entropy function h : a 7→ htop(fa).
Given a piecewise-smooth map g, we defineM(g) as the set of ergodic, g-
invariant, probability measures with non-negative Lyapunov exponent. We
have a pressure function
Pg(t) := sup
µ∈M(g)
{h(µ)− tχ(µ)}.
For g = fa, we write Pa for Pfa . As a supremum of lines (of slope −χ(µ)),
the pressure is Lipschitz, convex and decreasing. A measure realising the
supremum for t is an equilibrium measure for the parameter t.
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Fact 5.3. Let g be a C2 unimodal map with positive entropy and suppose
µ ∈ M(g).
1. h(µ) ≤ χ(µ);
2. if χ(µ) > 0 then
h(µ) = χ(µ) ⇐⇒ µ is an acip;
3. if χ(µ) > 0 then dimH(µ) =
h(µ)
χ(µ) ;
4. Pg(1) ≤ 0.
Proof. 1. is Ruelle’s Inequality [39] (note that χ(µ) ≥ 0 by definition of
M(f)); 2. is Pesin’s formula [26]; 3. is the Dynamical Volume Lemma [20,
13]; 4. follows from the definition of pressure and 1.
As a consequence of Theorem 2 and Fact 5.3 we obtain the following
inequalities.
Corollary 5.4. If a ∈ (2, aF ) and µaacip exists, then
χ(µaacip) = h(µ
a
acip) < h(a) = h(µ
a
max) < χ(µ
a
max).
In §1.7 we set
X := {a ∈ V ∩W : λ(a) = χ(µaacip)},
Y := {a ∈ V ∩W : λ(a) = χ(µamax)}
and noted that −2 /∈ X ∪ Y. By the previous corollary, for a ∈ X, h(a) >
λ(a), while for a ∈ Y , h(a) < λ(a). In the sequel, we gather the necessary
tools to obtain uniformity in these inequalities. Convergence of maps will
be with respect to the sup-norm.
Proposition 5.5. Let (fk)k≥1 be a convergent sequence of maps with limit
f0, and suppose each fk, k ≥ 0, is an S-unimodal map with positive entropy
and with derivative bounded by someM > 0. For each t > −htop(f0)/2 logM
such that infk≥0 Pfk(t) > 0
Pf0(t) = lim
k→∞
Pfk(t).
Proof. To apply a result in [14], we will need a uniform lower bound on the
entropy of the equilibrium states for t, fk. Let f := fk for some k ≥ 0.
For t ≤ 0, Pf (t) ≥ htop(f). For any measure µ, χ(µ) ≤ logM. Simple
geometry implies that for t ∈
[
−htop(f)
2 logM , 0
]
, any equilibrium measure µft for
t, f must have entropy h(µft ) ≥ htop(f)/2. Such equilibrium measures exist
by upper-semicontinuity of metric entropy and Lyapunov exponents (for a
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fixed map). For smooth unimodal maps, htop depends continuously on the
map [32]. Thus for sufficiently large k,
h(µfkt ) ≥ htop(f0)/3.
For t > 0, Pf (t) ≥ ε > 0 implies h(µft ) ≥ ε, if the equilibrium measure
exists. It exists by [14, Corollary 1.20].
According to [14, Remark 1.14], for smooth unimodal maps, the decreas-
ing critical relations hypothesis is unnecessary. Applying [14, Lemma 13.1],
the pressure converges as required.
Proposition 5.6. Given an S-unimodal map f with positive entropy, the
map t 7→ Pf (t) is real-analytic in a neighbourhood of 0.
Proof. We shall use the decomposition of Jonker and Rand [25, Theorem 1]
(for unimodal maps) of the non-wandering set Ω(f) = Ω0 ∪ Ω1 ∪ · · · into
strata. The topological entropy is carried by Ω1: if hi denotes the topological
entropy of f restricted to Ωi, then h0 = 0,
htop(f) = h1 > hj ≥ hj+1
for j ≥ 2. For tent maps, the decomposition stops at Ω1. If it stops at
Ω1 for f too, let W := ∅. If it does not stop at Ω1 for f , then there is
a maximal open interval W ∋ 0 collapsed by the semi-conjugacy to the
corresponding tent map, and Ωj is contained in the (periodic) orbit of W
for j ≥ 2. Therefore, if we denote by g the restriction of f restricted to the
complement of W , the non-wandering set of g is just Ω0 ∪ Ω1. Now Ω0 is
just the orientation-preserving fixed point(s), while Ω1 consists of a finite
(possibly 0) number of isolated periodic orbits and a transitive set Ω′1. From
the entropy estimates htop(f) > supj≥2 hj , it follows that the pressures of g
and f coincide on a neighbourhood of zero.
Apply [14, Theorem 1.28] for g, noting that a transitive point in Ω′1
is a transitive point in J(g) [14, Definition 1.25], to obtain analyticity of
the pressure function for g on a neighbourhood of zero. An alternative is,
provided g has no parabolic points, to apply [37, Theorem A] for g and
Ω′1.
Theorem 5.7. Let s 7→ gs be a continuous one-parameter family of S-
unimodal maps with positive entropy. Then
s 7→ htop(gs), s 7→ µgsmax, s 7→ χ(µgsmax)
are continuous.
Proof. The first claim was shown by Misiurewicz [32]. The second claim
was shown by Raith [38]. Let us show the third. The derivative of Pgs at 0
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exists, since Pgs is real-analytic on a neighbourhood of 0. The value of the
derivative is −χ(µgsmax). Since the pressures converge (Proposition 5.5) on a
neighbourhood of zero and the pressure functions are convex, the derivatives
converge. Consequently, the Lyapunov exponents converge.
Lemma 5.8. Let (gk)k≥1 be a sequence of maps converging to a map g0,
and suppose each gk, k ≥ 0, is an S-unimodal map with positive entropy and
derivative bounded by some M > 0. Suppose each gk, k ≥ 1, has an acip
µkacip and
htop(gk)/χ(µ
k
acip)→ 1
as k → ∞. Then the measure of maximal entropy for g0 is absolutely con-
tinuous.
Proof. We have h(µkacip) = χ(µ
k
acip) for all k ≥ 0. Since htop(g0) > 0 and
htop is continuous, we deduce
lim
k→∞
h(µkacip) = lim
k→∞
χ(µkacip) = htop(g0).
Consequently,
lim inf
k→∞
Pgk(t) ≥ htop(g0)− thtop(g0).
Thus, by Proposition 5.5, Pg0(t) ≥ htop(g0)− thtop(g0) for t ∈ [0, 1). Mean-
while, Pg0(1) ≤ 0, so Pg0(1) = 0. Since Pg0 is convex and its graph passes
through (0, htop(g0)) and (1, 0), its graph over the interval [0, 1] is in fact
the straight line joining these points with slope −htop(g0). The graph of the
line htop(g0)− tχ(µg0max) is tangent to Pg0 at t = 0. Since Pg0 is analytic on
a neighbourhood of 0, we deduce that χ(µg0max) = htop(g0) = h(µ
g0
max), which
implies µg0max is absolutely continuous.
Proposition 5.9. Given ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 for which
• for all a ∈ [−2 + ε, aF − ε], if µaacip exists then h(a)/χ(µaacip) > 1 + δ;
• for all a ∈ [−2 + ε, aF − ε], χ(µamax)/h(a) > 1 + δ.
Proof. The first statement is an immediate corollary of Lemma 5.8 and
Theorem 2. The second follows from Theorem 5.7.
Proposition 5.10. For all ε > 0 and δ > 0
Leb({a ∈ X ∩ (−2,−2 + ε) : 1 < h(a)/λ(a) < 1 + δ}) > 0,
Leb(h ({a ∈ Y ∩ (−2,−2 + ε) : 1 > h(a)/λ(a) > 1− δ})) > 0.
Proof. Freitas [17] showed that −2 is a one-sided Lebesgue density point of
a positive measure set of (Benedicks-Carleson) parameters on which a 7→
h(µaacip) and thus a 7→ χ(µaacip) vary continuously, which implies the first
statement.
The second statement follows from Theorem 5.7 and Proposition 4.3,
noting that h is not locally constant at a = −2.
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5.3 Dimension estimates
The following lemma is a variant of Lemma 5.1.3 from the course notes of
Bishop and Peres, Fractal sets in Probability and Analysis.
Lemma 5.11. Let u : E → R be a real map defined on a set E⊆R. For
every α > 0 let the α-flat set of u be
F (u, α) :=
{
x ∈ E : lim inf
y→x
y∈E
log |u(y)− u(x)|
log |y − x| ≥ α
}
.
If A⊆F (u, α) then
dimH(u(A)) ≤ dimH(A)
α
.
Proof. Let d > dimH(A), let ε > 0 and let 0 < β < α. Modulo a countable
partition of A, we can assume that there is a C > 1 for which, for all
x ∈ A, y ∈ E with |x− y| < C−1,
|u(y)− u(x)| ≤ C|y − x|β .
Let {Uj} be a covering of A of diameter < C−1 such that
∑
j |Uj |d ≤ ε. The
covering {u(Uj)} of u(A) satisfies∑
j
|u(Uj)|d/β ≤ C
∑
j
|Uj |d ≤ Cε.
Since d > dimH(A), ε > 0 and β < α are arbitrary, this completes the
proof.
As X,Y ⊂ V, h is bijective on X ∪ Y . In the remaining lines of this
section, h will stand for its restriction to X ∪ Y . Applying Theorem 1, for
each a ∈ X ∪ Y ⊂ V ∩W,
a ∈ F (h, h(a)/λ(a)) and h(a) ∈ F (h−1, λ(a)/h(a)).
Proof of Theorem 4. Lemma 5.11 and Proposition 5.9 now imply
dimH (h (X ∩ [−2 + ε, aF − ε])) ,dimH (Y ∩ [−2 + ε, aF − ε]) < 1
for each ε > 0, as required.
Proof of Theorem 5. Given ε′ > 0, let A be given by Proposition 4.5. For
a ∈ A,
χ(µaacip) = λ(a) ≤ ε′,
while h(a) ≥ log 22 . By Theorem 1 and Lemma 5.11,
dimH(h(A)) ≤ ε′ 2
log 2
dimH(A).
Noting that dimH(A) = 1 and that ε
′ can be taken arbitrarily small, there
exist positive measure sets A with dimH(h(A)) < ε, as required.
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Theorem 5.12. For every ε > 0,
dimH (h(X ∩ (−2,−2 + ε))) = dimH(Y ∩ (−2,−2 + ε)) = 1.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.10 and Theorem 1.
6 Uniform Ho¨lder regularity
In this section we shall prove Theorem 8, namely that the entropy function
is uniformly Ho¨lder continuous for the quadratic family.
Recall that, if h(a) < log 22m , then fa ism times Feigenbaum renormalisable
and the mth renormalisation is a unimodal map g with entropy
htop(g) = 2
mh(a).
By the theory of renormalisation [43, Theorem 1], there is a universal
bound (independent of m ≥ 0) Γ ≥ 4:
||g′||∞ ≤ Γ. (34)
Numerical estimates (not presented here) indicate that if m ≥ 1, one can
take Γ < 3.
Let am denote the quadratic parameter with h(am) =
log 2
2m . Note that
a0 = −2, corresponding to the Chebyshev map. For each m ≥ 0, fam is
m times Feigenbaum renormalisable and the mth renormalisation is conju-
gate (on the restrictive interval) to Chebyshev. Again from renormalisation
theory,
lim
m→∞
∣∣∣∣am − am−1am+1 − am
∣∣∣∣ = δ∗ ≈ 4.67.
It follows that, given α0 <
log 2
log δ∗
, for some C0 > 1, h restricted to the set
{am : m ≥ 0} is (C0, α0)-Ho¨lder. To prove Theorem 8, it therefore suffices
to prove the existence of C1, α1 for which, on each interval [am, am+1], h is
(C1, α1)-Ho¨lder. The following lemma is primarily due to Guckenheimer, but
the proof uses Brucks and Misiurewicz’ (Benedicks-Carleson-type) estimates
for tent maps instead of studying kneading determinants.
Lemma 6.1 ([19, Lemma 3]). There is a constant C > 0 such that, for
every n and a, a′ ∈ [am, am+1], if
|h(a) − h(a′)| > C2−m2−n/2, (35)
then there is a periodic tent map Tbˆ with period at most 2
mn for which
h−1(log bˆ) ⊂ [a, a′].
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Proof. Recall that by definition (9), ϕn(b) = T
n
b (1), the nth iterate of the
critical value for the tent map Tb. By [6], for some constant ρ > 0 and all
b ≥ √2,
|ϕ′n(b)| ≥ ρbn
wherever ϕn is differentiable, and ϕn is differentiable at b unless ϕj(b) = 0
for some j ≤ n − 1. If ϕj(b) = 0, then 0 is periodic of period j + 1. Let
b ≥ √2. Now
ϕn(b) ∈ [−1/(
√
2− 1), 1/(
√
2− 1)],
so if we look at the maximal parameter interval (b, b′) (b′ > b) on which ϕn
is differentiable,
|b′ − b| < 2√
2− 1b
−nρ−1.
Noting b, b′ ≥ √2, there is a constant C for which
| log b′ − log b| < C2−n/2.
Consequently, if one has
√
2 ≤ b < b′ and log b′ − log b > C2−n/2, there is a
periodic tent map Tb∗ with period j ≤ n and slope b∗ lying strictly between b
and b′. Then Tb2−m∗
has entropy 2−mlog b∗ and is periodic with period 2
mj.
One immediately obtains the corresponding statement for renormalisable
tent maps: If one has
2−m−1 log 2 ≤ log b < log b′ ≤ 2−m log 2
and log b′ − log b > C2−m2−n/2, there is a periodic tent map with period at
most 2mn and slope in (b, b′).
Now with m,a, a′, n satisfying (35), let b, b′ be the corresponding tent
maps and bˆ ∈ (b, b′) a periodic tent map parameter with period at most
2mn. Then h−1(log bˆ) ⊂ [a, a′], by monotonicity of entropy, completing the
proof.
We will use the following simple but fruitful observation by Przytycki.
If some critical value comes back too soon too close to the critical point 0,
then the map has an attracting cycle:
Lemma 6.2 ([36]). Let C, γ ≥ 1 and let g be a C1 map with derivative
satisfying |g′(x)| ≤ min(C|x|, γ). If g does not have an attracting periodic
orbit of period n+ 1, then
|gn+1(0)| > 2−2C−1γ−n.
Proof. Consider r = 2−1C−1γ−n. Then |(gn+1)′| ≤ 2−1 on B(0, r). If
gn+1 does not have an attracting fixed point, gn+1(B(0, r)) 6⊂ B(0, r) so
|gn+1(0)| > r/2, as required.
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Lemma 6.3. Suppose h(a0) < 2
−m log 2, so fa0 is m times Feigenbaum
renormalisable. Then
|ξ′2mn−1(a0)| < Γn+3m.
Proof. Let gk denote the kth (Feigenbaum) renormalisation of fa, omitting
the dependence on a. Denote by Jk the corresponding restrictive interval
containing 0. Thus
gk := f
2k
a |Jk
.
Denote by ga the mth renormalisation of fa for a in a neighbourhood of a0.
It is necessary to compute bounds for the derivative of the nth critical value
of ga with respect to a in a neighborhood of a0. Observe that whenever
2k|n, fn−1a (a) = fna (0) ∈ Jk, thus
|(f2ka )′(fna (0))| = |g′k(fna (0))| ≤ Γ.
Decomposing the orbit of f ja(a) according to visits to
Jl, . . . , Jm−1, Jm, Jm, . . . , Jm, Jm−1, . . . , Jk+1, Jk,
we obtain
log |(f nˆa )′(f ja(a))|
log Γ
≤
⌊
nˆ
2m
⌋
+ 2m,
where ⌊y⌋ is the integer part of y ∈ R. If we plug these estimates into (32),
for any n ≥ 1 we obtain
|∂agn−1a (ga(0))| = |ξ′2mn−1(a)| ≤ 2mΓ2m
n−1∑
i=0
Γi < Γn+3m. (36)
This is the desired bound.
Lemma 6.4. There exists ρ > 0 such that, if
log bˆ ∈ (2−m−1 log 2, 2−m log 2)
and Tbˆ is periodic with period 2
mn, then the length of the interval h−1(bˆ) is
at least exp(−(n+m)ρ).
Proof. Each element of h−1(bˆ) is a quadratic parameter which is m times
Feigenbaum renormalisable and then once renormalisable of period n. The
left endpoint aC has a final renormalisation which is conjugate to Cheby-
shev; h−1(bˆ) contains a super-attracting parameter a′ of period 2mn, so
ξ2mn−1(a
′) = 0. Let k := 2mn − 1. We will estimate ξk(aC), and ξ′k on
(aC , a
′), giving a lower bound on a′ − aC .
If we set J0 := IaC (defined on page 11) and denote by
J1 ⊃ J2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Jm
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the first m restrictive intervals for faC , it follows from [43, Theorem 1] that
for some universal κ > 0,
|Jk+1|/|Jk| ≥ e−κ.
In particular, the restrictive interval Jm for themth renormalisation g = f
2m
aC
has length δ ≥ exp(−mκ). Again by [43, Theorem 1],
|g′(x)| < Cx/δ ≤ C,
for some universal constant C. Since g renormalises into Chebyshev, it does
not have an attracting orbit. Applying Lemma 6.2,
|gn(0)| > 2−2δC−1C−n+1 > exp(−mκ− nρ1)
for some universal ρ1 > 0. Reformulating,
|ξk(aC)| > exp(−mκ− nρ1).
Meanwhile, from Lemma 6.3, |ξ′k| < Γn+3m. Thus
|a′ − aC | > exp(−m(κ+ 3 log Γ)− n(ρ1 + log Γ)).
Proposition 6.5. There exist C1, α1 for which, on each interval [am, am+1],
h is (C1, α1)-Ho¨lder.
Proof. Let a, a′ ∈ [am, am+1] have different entropies. Take n minimal for
which (35) holds, to obtain a periodic tent map Tbˆ of period at most 2
mn
and with h−1(bˆ) ⊂ [a, a′]. By Lemma 6.4, |a′ − a| ≥ exp(−(n+m)ρ). Since
n is minimal,
|h(a′)− h(a)| < C22−m2−(n−1)/2 =
√
2C2 exp
(
−
(
m+
n
2
)
log 2
)
.
Taking α1 =
log 2
2ρ ,
|h(a′)− h(a)| <
√
2C2|a′ − a|α1 .
This completes the proof of Theorem 8.
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